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2. INTRODUCTION 
The BlackGEM project will put an array of medium-sized optical telescopes at the La Silla 
observatory of the European Southern Observatory in Chile (see Figure 1). It is uniquely equipped 
to achieve a combination of wide-field and high sensitivity through its array-like approach. 

Each BlackGEM unit telescope is a modified Dall-Kirkham-type telescope consisting of a 65cm 
primary mirror, a 26 cm spherical secondary mirror and a triplet corrector lens. It provides a flat, 
achromatic 9.5cm x 9.5cm focal plane at the Cassegrain focus which will be covered by a single 
111 Megapixel CCD chip. The spatial resolution on the sky will be 0.56 arcsec/pixel and the total 
field-of-view per telescope is 2.7 square degrees. Total instantaneous field-of-view is built up by 
multiplying the unit telescopes. Each telescope is equipped with a six-slot filter wheel holding the 
Sloan set of filters (u,g,r,i,z) and a wide (440-720 nm) VR-filter. The CCD are cooled using a 
Polycold CryoTiger Joule-Thomson-type cooler, preventing any vibrations at the telescope. Each 
telescope sits on a newly designed Fornax 202 mount. The telescopes are housed separately in a 
clam-shell dome (3.5m AllSky Dome by Baader Planetarium) on top of the converted GPO-Marly 
dome on La Silla. On the GPO platform there is room for three telescopes. The fact that the 
telescopes sit 12 meters off the ground ensures optimal seeing and limited effect from real ground-
layer seeing.  

 
 

Figure 1 BlackGEM telescopes on top of the converted GPO-Marly dome on La Silla 
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Optical counterparts to GW events 

n  Challenges: 
n  Poor sky localization (~100 sqd) 

n  Faint (22nd mag at 200 Mpc) 

n  False positives 

n  Gone in hours/days 

n  What do we need? 
n  Large field of view 

n  Sensitivity 

n  Colour information 

n  Dedicated facility for rates 
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BlackGEM and 
MeerLICHT 

BlackGEM 
à 3 telescopes at La Silla 
à GW follow-up 
à 2018 

MeerLICHT 
à 1 (prototype) telescopes at Sutherland 
à Optical data commensurate with MeerKAT 
à Q1 2017 

65 cm optical telescope 
2.7 sqd FOV @ 0.56 arcsec/pix 
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BlackGEM Array 

n  Phase-I: 3 telescopes 
Funded by Netherlands 
(NOVA, RU, FOM) and KU Leuven 

n  Southern sky: La Silla 
n  Complementarity to iPTF/ZTF 

n  GW source positions often split 

n  Best (EU) follow-up possibilities: 
VLT/E-ELT, ALMA, SKA, etc. 

n  Good seeing allows for smaller mirror 

n  2.7 sqd FOV per telescope 

n  Thanks to good site: 
 ~23rd mag in 5 minutes in r’ 
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MeerLICHT 

First telescope of BlackGEM type 

Sutherland South Africa 

Changing transient science to truly 
multi-wavelength 

Pointing determined by MeerKAT radio 
telescope 

In South Africa: bridge between SALT 
and SKA/MeerKAT 

 
Radboud, NOVA, NWO (NL); 
               UCT, SAAO (SA); Oxford (UK) 
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Custom optical, mechanical design 

n  Cassegrain camera, u’g’r’i'z’ and wide vr filters 

n  Modified Dall-Kirkham design: 2.7 sqd FOV @ 0.56 arcsec/pix 

n  Single 10k * 10k CCD per telescope 

n  ~23rd mag in 5 minutes in g+r wide band 

n  Nominal cadence of 1 min 
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BlackGEM filter set and depth 

Typical integration time: 1 min 
 (background limited in all filters except u) 

Table 1. Wavelength ranges of the filters which will be used in the BlackGEM and MeerLICHT telescopes and the expected
depth (AB magnitude) that can be reached at 5� significance, in a 1 min and a 5 min exposure, under grey sky conditions,
at the median DIMM seeing at La Silla of 0.95 arcsec and at 0 deg zenith angle.

Filter Wavelength range (nm) Depth in 1 min ; 5 min (AB mag)
u 350� 410 19.8 ; 20.9
g 410� 550 21.9 ; 22.9
r 563� 690 21.3 ; 22.3
i 690� 840 20.7 ; 21.7
z 840� 990 20.4 ; 21.4
vr 440� 720 22.2 ; 23.2

3.3 Cryostat and detector

To avoid the complications of building a mosaic of CCDs, and because of a more attractive cost-per-pixel,
MeerLICHT and BlackGEM make use of one large-format CCD per telescope. The telescopes have been designed
to make optimal use of the largest-format CCDs that are currently on the market. For the prototype telescope, an
STA160017 chip has been acquired from Semiconductor Technology Associates, Inc., together with an Archon18

controller from the same company. The CCD o↵ers 10 560 by 10 560 pixels of 9µm, which results in a 2.7 square
degree field sampled at a pixel scale of 0.56 arcsec/pixel.

Tests have shown that using the Archon controller, the CCD can be read out in 7 s at 1MHz using 16 read-out
ports with a read-out noise of less than 6 e�. A 1m cable was used between the cryostat and the controller.
Using a broadband coating, great quantum e�ciency (QE) was achieved in the g and r wavelength bands, which
the projects will predominantly be using, but also in the blue u band which is essential for many of the ancillary
science programmes on compact variable stars. A picture of the CCD and its QE curve are shown in Fig. 2. The
cosmetics of the device are excellent, with only 6 half-column defects.

In April 2016, the CCD was built into the MeerLICHT cryostat. The cryostat will be operated at a nominal
temperature of 170K and was designed to have a vacuum hold time that exceeds one year, to minimize main-
tenance requirements of the remote facilities. The cryostat is PLC-controlled. For further details, see [19], also
part of this Volume.

4. TELESCOPE CONTROL HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

The high-level control of both observatories will be performed using the Abot software suite. The suite is a
new version of the system first deployed to control the Solaris20,21 network of telescopes, and has since been
implemented at other facilities. It has been designed in a modular way to accommodate various observatories
with di↵erent sets of hardware and controllers. Abot is based on services oriented architecture with a dedicated
hardware abstraction layer. Communications between controllers and the control PC use Ethernet, and where
we had the flexibility to make this design decision, the OPC-UA protocol. To maximise uptime given the limited
availability of maintenance, the whole system is designed such that a backup control PC in the same network
can take control of the system if the main control PC fails, without the need for any cables to be replugged. This
also allows for phased software updates, where one computer gets updated and the backup computer only gets
updated after the system has been fully tested with the new software version. For more details on the design
considerations and features of the Abot software, see [22]. In several places, industry-standard controllers have
been used, such as a Beckho↵ PLC for the cryostat control, a second Beckho↵ PLC for building management
(safety and environmental control), and a National Instruments Compact RIO for the control of the shutter
wheel, the filter wheel and the ADC.

The electronics and associated power supplies that sit close to the telescope have to be cooled actively, to prevent
heat from the electronics from creating turbulence in the dome. Such turbulence, especially close to the optical
path of the telescope, would harm the image quality. Moving electronics away from the telescope is one option,
but would increase the number of power and data cables that have to be guided from the telescope to the
observing floor. Additionally, the CCD controller has to stay close to the cryostat as a long cable would increase
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BlackGEM site: La Silla 
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Three phases in  

BlackGEM operations 

Phase 2: (50% y1 + when no trigger)     Survey Phase 
Rates of false positives: Ncandidates(l,b,τ,mag,colour) (degr-2 hr-1 mag-1) 
 
●  Various fields probing different environments/populations 
●  Cadence: 1 minute, cycling through 3 bands (g+r ,r, i) 
●  Time per field: 1 to 2 weeks (320 or 160 sqd/year) 

Phase 3:                          Trigger Phase   
GW events  
 
●  Follow-up of Virgo/LIGO detections 
●  Cover the error boxes in a tiling pattern 

Phase 1: (50% of year 1)                        All Sky Survey 
Full Southern Sky in u,g,r,i,z down to ~23nd mag in r’ 



False positives will be the bottleneck 
Need colour-info and variability timescale! 

Bob Jacobs, BSc student Nijmegen 
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Currently assembling prototype 
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Data challenge 

Sources (non-unique) 

n  ~10^5 per 5 minute integration 
* 120 images/night = 12 million / night / telescope 
* 250 days/year = 3 billion / year / telescope 

n  Many detections are of the same sources 
(database challenge: match 10^5 points with 10^9 catalogue 
sources in seconds) 

 

Transients & variable sources 

n  ~10^5 per night after ML vetting and removing known stars 
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(Potentially) VO-related 
GW follow-up challenges 

n  Few GW alerts (‘diamonds’);  
many associated optical alerts 
(‘firehose’) 
 
à One is the ‘diamond’ you are looking 
for 

n  Match with existing catalogues 

n  Footprint sharing 
[RA/DEC, colour, depth, time] 

n  Need to combine data from many 
instruments:  
n  Multi-wavelength 
n  Timeseries 

 


